


CHAMPION MANUFACTURER SINCE 1947
Yasaka is known for giving highest priority to 
product quality and superior playing cha-
racteristics. The Yasaka blades are developed 
and produced in the “wood-town” Tranås in the 
south part of Sweden. Since generations there 
is a unique knowledge in wood technology and 
in the Yasaka factory there are many advanced 
machineries and a well educated work force.

ATTACK  ★★★★

This bat has a ★★★★ rubber surface with 
excellent spin characteristics. Designed for 
advanced recreational player and young 
club players.
Concave handle with lens insert.

ASTRA
Designed for the beginner, children and 
youth players, who for example, play in 
schools and youthclubs. We use the 
strongest glue when assembling both the 
handle and the rubber sheets to the dura-
ble plywood. The bat gives inexperienced 
players the good ball control they need. 
Recommended for heavy institutional use. 
  
 

BLAST ★★

A modern bat with an exclusive design. The 
handle consists of coloured wooden 
veneers with a four coloured printed lens. 
Most players prefer the flared handle 
design for its comfortable fit into the palm 
of the hand.
The ★★ rubber makes spinning the ball 

MAGNUM  ★★★

A popular bat designed for the recreational 
player and budding young club players. 
Combined with the 5 ply blade, the ★★★ 
rubber has excellent spin and good speed, 
giving the player the right touch and feeling 
required. 
Elegant, coloured, concave handle with a 
four colour printed lens insert.

STING  ★
A bat with features geared towards inexpe-
rienced players who want good quality 
equipment. The blade and rubber qualities 
give excellent ball control and good spin.
Concave handle with lens.

WORLD CUP  ★★★★★

Recommended for the novice competition player. The high quality 
5-ply tournament blade is combined with the smooth ★★★★★  
rubber sheet with a 2 mm medium hard sponge. The combination 
makes this bat very acceptable for modern play. Elegant concave 
handle with acrylic lens.
WORLD CUP comes in an elegant 4-colour laminated paper box.

MASTER  ★★★★

A ★★★★-rubber with good spin characteristics, suitable for 
experienced recreational player and young club players.  
Colourful concave handle with acrylic lens.
MASTER is packed in a 4-colour laminated paper box.

CHAMP  ★★★

Suitable for young players who learn the modern striking technique. 
The ★★★-rubber has a good balance between control, spin and 
speed. Colourful, concave handle with acrylic lens.
CHAMP comes in an elegant 4-colour laminated paper box.



MARK V  CHAMPION LINE

A top quality tournament bat. MARK V  
rubber together with the Swedish compe-
tition blade are renowned as classics 
within the world of table tennis. They 
produce a bat that responds to the very 
highest demands. The rubber gives top 
class speed and spin and the blade pro-
duces the right feeling for good ball con-
trol even in an offensive game. MARK V 
bat is also available with carbon layer 
inside as MARK V Carbon.

Whether you prefer a bat that pro-
duces the highest speed, most 
powerful spins or maximum ball 
control, there is always a Yasaka 
bat designed to fit your playing 

style.
The result of our advanced 

methods of developing 
and manufacturing rub-
bers, blades and bats 
means that each Yasaka 

bat is designed to support 
unique playing styles.
To make your choise of Yasaka 
table tennis bat easy, we have 
divided our models into different 
categories, each showing the dif-
ferent playing characteristics. Each 
package displays a chart showing 
a full comparison of all Yasaka 
table tennis bats in respect of 
speed, spin and level of control.

The table tennis Superstar Ma Lin is the only 
men player who is Olympic Champion in both 
singles, doubles and team events.
Already as a junior player Ma Lin decided to 
play with Yasaka equipment. This is a choice 
he never regretted. 
Yasaka has designed a range of high quality 

range of bats, including the legendary 
MARK V bat.

  Line Speed Spin Control

 MARK V CHAMP  100  100 65

 MARK V Carbon CHAMP  105  100 65

 Original CHAMP  95  95 70

 Leader 3D COMP  80  75 75

 Leader COMP  75  75 75

 Expert COMP  70  75 75

 World Cup ★★★★★  70  70 80

 Master ★★★★	 	 60    60 85

 Attack ★★★★  60    60 85

 Champ ★★★	 	 55  55 90

 Magnum ★★★  55  55 90

 Blast ★★  45  45 95

 Sting ★  40  40 100

 Astra   35  35 100

 School (no picture)  35  35 100
  
 The chart shows a comparison of playing characteristics between the   
 differ ent Yasaka bats. Maximum value for spin, speed and control is 105.

ORIGINAL  CHAMPION LINE

A bat with offensive allround offensive 
playing characteristics. The competi-
tion quality blade equipped with the 
Yasaka Original XHG rubbers is rec-
ommended for the aggresive allround 
player. The Original XHG rubber has 
a suberb balance and a long lasting 
life.

LEADER  COMP LINE

A bat with Swedish plywood and Top 
12 rubbers, designed for the young 
competition player, playing an all-
round game. Rubbers with high fric-
tion and 2 mm sponge for good 
speed.

EXPERT   COMP LINE

A light weight competition bat aimed 
specifically at the young competition 
player. The  tournament quality of the 
blade combined with the CADET 
sticky rubbers, produces outstanding 
spin. EXPERT is suitable for close to 
the table allround attacking play.

YASAKA – A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF BATS
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LEADER 3D  COMP LINE

Yasaka Leader 3D is high quality a com-
petition bat with a blade similar to swed-
ish competition plywood and Top 12 
rubbers, designed for the young competi-
tion player, playing an allround game. 
Rubbers with high friction and 2 mm 
sponge for good speed.
The 3D construction, gives more flexibility 
to the blade and helps to generate a cata-
pult effect, increasing power when hitting 
the ball.



PROGRESS

The PROGRESS is a competition table that has superior playing 
characteristics. It’s specially treated blue 25 mm micro chip board 
top gives excellent friction and a consistent bounce.  

The half automatic compact construction needs just a small area of 
storage space. It has a robust 50 x 20 mm precision steel frame and 
each half can be easily transported on its 4 ball bearing lockable 
steel rollers. It has a locking lever to ensure overall stability, strong 
corner joints and an additional middle support. 

Weight: 140 kg 

ITTF approved.  

Security locker.

The PROGRESS needs a small 
area of storage space: 
162 x 163 x 61 cm.

The full range of Yasaka tables have good playing characteristics 

and a long lasting durable construction. 

Yasaka tables are not the cheapest tables available on the market, 

but you can always rely on the superior quality and performance 

for many years ahead of a Yasaka table to provide a long lasting 

quality table.

The Yasaka PROGRESS is for instance used in the event ”SAFIR 

International” – one of the largest yearly competitions in Europe.

Choosing a table tennis table is an important investment. Normally 

the table should be used during several years, and by many play-

ers. Often the table has to be moved up and down for training and 

matches, which makes a hard wear (and tear) on the table.

So when you select your table you have to be very careful regar-

ding quality and playing characteristics. When introducing a new 

line of tables, Yasaka has continued it’s well known tradition of 

priority for quality. 



ESPACE

A very solid table, suitable for practice play and for institutional use. 
19 mm fine chip-board, specially treated surface. Stable metal 
board frame, precision steel 40 x 20 mm. Each half of the table can 
easily be transported on its 4 ball bearing and lockable steering 
rollers.

The ESPACE needs a small area of storage space: 

162 x 163 x 61 cm.

Weight: 99 kg.

GAME

Net/post set for  
leisure play. Also   
for outdoor use.

SWIFT

Net/post for easy 
and fast attachement. 
For training and com-
petition. 

MASTER 2000

ITTF approved.
Solid metal net/post  
set for high demands.

TURBO

A quality leasure table with 19 mm chipboard, blue coated. 
Frame profile, 36 mm. Safety bar with holder for balls and bats 
(not included). Automatic undercarriage with square-tube-profile 
25 mm x 25 mm, plastic coated. Moveable with 4 double wheels 
(125 mm), all of them manoeverable. Net set included.

Weight: 77 kg. 
Storage size: Wideness 152.5 x deep 65 x height 187 cm.

Umpire table, blue coated 
chipboard. Steel frame. 
Scorer, blue.
Surround, blue 2.0 x 0.7 m.



YASAKA SUPERIOR

Superior quality 40 mm practice ball. White or orange. 

Available in boxes of 144. 

LUNA

Bat wallet for two 
bats.

PADO

Bat cover with ball pocket.

Yasaka Europe: Wood House AB, Box 321, SE-573 24 Tranås, Sweden. Phone +46(0)140 564 00, Fax +46(0)140 173 53, e-mail: info@woodhouse.se 
Head Office: Yasaka Co. Ltd., 3-7-21, Midori Sumida-Ku, Tokyo, Japan. Phone +81(3)3634 5158, Fax +81(3)3634 5159, email: info@yasaka-jp.com

www.yasaka.se
www.yasaka-jp.com
www.yasakatabletennis.com

DUET
Set with 2 bats and 
3 balls.

YASAKA ★★★
ITTF approved 40 mm ball 
for competition play.

White, 3 balls per box. Also 
available in boxes of 144. 

YASAKA ★
40 mm ball for training and 
leisure play. 
White or orange, 3 balls per 
box. Also available in boxes 
of 144.

ROMO

Bat wallet for two bats.

MONO

Bat wallet for one bat.

ZETTO

Bat cover with 
ball pocket.

FIRE

Bat cover with 
ball pocket.

facebook.com/yasakatabletennis

SOLA  Bat wallet for two bats

LIMA Bat wallet for one bat.

SAKA  Bat cover with ball pocket




